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Abstract
Traditionally, computational knowledge representation and reasoning fo-
cused its attention on rich domains such as the law. The main underlying
assumption of traditional legal knowledge representation and reasoning is that
knowledge and data are both available in main memory. However, in the era of
big data, where large amounts of data are generated daily, an increasing range
of scientific disciplines, as well as business and human activities, are becoming
data-driven. This chapter summarises existing research on legal representation
and reasoning in order to uncover technical challenges associated both with the
integration of rules and databases and with the main concepts of the big data
landscape. We expect these challenges lead naturally to future research direc-
tions towards achieving large scale legal reasoning with rules and databases.
1 Introduction
Since the emergence of computational knowledge representation and reasoning (KR),
the domain of law has been a prime focus of attention as it is a rich domain full of ex-
plicit and implicit representation phenomena. From early Prolog-based approaches
[67, 69] to elaborate logic-based mechanisms for dealing with, among others, notions
of defeasibility, obligation and permission, the legal domain has been an inspiration
for generations of KR researchers [4, 30, 50, 70].
Knowledge representation has been used to provide formal accounts of legal
provisions and regulations, while reasoning has been used to facilitate legal decision
support and compliance checking. Despite the variety of approaches used, they all
share a common feature: the focus has always been on capturing elaborate knowledge
phenomena while the data has always been small. As a consequence, one underlying
assumption has been that all knowledge and data are available in main memory.
This assumption has been reasonable until recently, but can be questioned with
the emergence of big data. We now live in an era where unprecedented amounts of
data become available through organisations, sensor networks and social media. An
increasing range of scientific disciplines, as well as business and human activities,
are becoming data-driven.
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Since legislation is at the basis of and regulates our everyday life and societies,
many examples of big data such as medical records in e-Health or financial data,
must comply with, and are thus highly dependent on, specific norms. For instance,
a sample database related to the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) Adverse
Event Reporting System (FAERS) contains over 3 million records to cover only the
first quarter of 2014 [48]. Any standard reasoning system would reach its limits if
data over longer periods of time need to be audited.
Another source of huge amounts of data related to law is the financial domain,
in which millions of transactions take place every single day and are subject to
regulation on, among others, taxation, anti money laundering, consumer rights and
data protection. While data mining is being used in the financial domain, it is
arguably an area that would benefit from legal reasoning directly related to relevant
legislation. This might indicatively entail checking for and ensuring compliance with
reporting requirements, or traversing across financial transaction databases to check
for potential violations of legislations.
Similarly, building applications and property/site development are covered by a
variety of local and national laws and regulations. To develop and assess relevant
applications, it may be necessary to consider the legal requirements in conjunction
with geodata relating to morphology of the site and its surroundings, use of space
and so on.
Industries in the aforementioned and other domains are feeling increasingly over-
whelmed with the expanding set of legislation and case law available in recent years,
as a consequence of the global financial crisis, among others. Consider, for example,
the European Union active legislation, which was estimated to be 170,000 pages long
in 2005 and is expected to reach 351,000 pages by 2020 assuming that legislation
trends continue at the same rate [54]. As the law becomes more complex, con-
flicting and ever-changing, more advanced methodologies are required for analysing,
representing and reasoning on legal knowledge.
While, the term “big data” is usually associated with machine learning, we argue
that particularly in law there is also a need for symbolic approaches. Legal provisions
and regulations are considered as being formal and legal decision making requires
clear references to them. Stated another way, in the legal domain there is also a need
for explainable artificial intelligence, as it has always been done in legal reasoning.
So what are the implications of this big data era on legal reasoning? On the
one hand, as already explained above, a combination of legal reasoning with big
data opens up new opportunities to provide legal decision support and compliance
checking in an enhanced set of applications. On the other hand, there are new
technical challenges that need to be addressed when faced with big data:
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• Rules and data integration: while big data is stored in databases of various
forms, reasoning is often performed using rule engines. Integrated solutions
are necessary so that rule engines can seamlessly access and reason with big
data in large scale databases.
• Volume: When the amount of data is huge, one cannot assume that all data is
available in main memory. Hence, any approach that relies on this assumption
needs to be adapted in order to work on larger scales.
• Velocity: In applications where one wishes to perform decision making close
to the time data is generated, the dynamicity of data needs to be taken into
account.
• Variety: In many applications, there is a need for a uniform manner of access-
ing and reasoning with data from disparate, heterogeneous sources, following
different formats and structures.
The aim of this chapter is to present the state of the art in legal reasoning with
rules and databases and explore the challenges faced by existing approaches when
moving to larger scales and when integrating rule-based and database systems. In
doing so, the chapter aims to stimulate the evolution of the area of legal reasoning
so that it becomes more relevant in the new data-driven era.
The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of previous research in legal representation and reasoning. Section 3 dis-
cusses the application of legal reasoning in practice, first dealing with case studies
of increasing scale, then discussing the integration of rules and databases and a pos-
sible solution through the RuleRS system. Then, Section 4 provides a description
of technical challenges arising both from the integration of rules and databases and
large scale case studies. Finally, Section 5 summarises findings and briefly discusses
their importance.
2 Legal Representation and Reasoning Approaches
2.1 Rule-based Approaches
A quite significant subset of legal representation and reasoning approaches relies
on logic-based representation and rule-based reasoning. The benefits of rule-based
approaches stem mainly from their naturalness, which facilitates comprehension of
the represented knowledge [52]. Rules, representing domain knowledge, are normally
in the “IF conditions THEN conclusion” form; in the legal domain, conditions are
4
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the norms and consequence is the legal effect. To apply rule-based reasoning in the
legal domain, the meaning of legal texts needs to be interpreted and modelled, in
order to transform the legal norms to logical rules for permitting reasoning [21].
According to Negnevitsky [56], the main advantages of rule-based approaches
are:
• compact representation of general knowledge,
• natural knowledge representation in the form of if-then rules that reflect the
problem-solving procedure explained by the domain experts,
• modularity of structure where each rule is an independent piece of knowledge
• separation of knowledge from its process,
• justification of the determinations by explaining how the system arrived at a
particular conclusion and by providing audit trails.
There are, however, a number of issues that pertain to the knowledge acquisition
bottleneck, or inference efficiency, especially for large scale reasoning. Sections 2.2
to 2.4 summarise the most important rule-based legal reasoning approaches.
2.2 Early Logic-based Approaches
The earliest well-established approach to rule-based legal reasoning involved the
use of subsets of first-order logic for knowledge representation and Prolog-based
reasoning. The most prominent example is Sergot et al.’s seminal work on the
British Nationality Act [69], where the authors expressed legal knowledge in the
form of extended Horn logic programs that allow negation as failure. The authors
present an excellent account of the intricacies of encoding actual legislation as rules,
especially with regard to the treatment of negation and cases where double negation
is introduced.
Subsequent work [49] focused, among others, on the encoding of exceptions
within a particular legislation, representing them explicitly by negative conditions
in the rules. While this is suitable for self-contained and stable legislation, it may
require some level of rewriting whenever previously unknown exceptions (or chains
of exceptions) are introduced or discovered. Moreover, in both of these works de-
ontic concepts such as permission or obligation which are a common occurrence
in legislation, have to be represented explicitly within predicate names. This is




2.3 Description Logic-based Approaches
Following the advent of the Semantic Web, several research efforts focused on exam-
ining whether description logics and ontologies are suitable candidates for represent-
ing and reasoning about legislation (see [3] and [57], among others). An ontology
is defined as a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation [72]. The
reusability and sharing features of ontologies are of critical importance to the le-
gal reasoning domain, due to the complexity involved in legal documents. This
complexity can be viewed from two different perspectives [31]:
• the complexity of the language used in legal documents, due to, among oth-
ers, the open texture property and the incomplete definition of many legal
concepts [29].
• the complexity brought on by the amount of information that must be collected
and processed in order for lawyers or judges to evaluate a case and litigation
to proceed [76].
A prime example of legal reasoning approaches using description logics is HAR-
NESS [74] (also known as OWL Judge [75]), which shows that well-established sound
and decidable description logic reasoners such as Pellet can be exploited for legal rea-
soning, if, however, a significant compromise in terms of expressiveness is made. The
most important issue is that relationships can only be expressed between concepts
and not between individuals: for instance, as exemplified in Van de Ven et al. (2008),
if we have statements expressing the facts that a donor owns a copyright donation
and that a donor retains some rights, there is no way to express (in pure OWL) that
the donor in both cases is the same individual. This can be expressed via rules (e.g.
written in SWRL); however, to retain decidability these rules must be restricted to
a so-called DL-safe subset [58].
Description logics provide an alternative formalisation to classical logic but still
face similar issues with regard to the treatment of negation and the encoding of
deontic notions. The issues related to negation are due to the fact that both classical
and description logics are monotonic: logical consequences cannot be retracted, once
entailed. However, the nature of law requires legal consequences to adapt in light
of new evidence; any conflicts between different regulations must be accounted for
and resolved [11].
2.4 Defeasible and Deontic Logic-based Approaches
The aforementioned issues led researchers to employ non-monotonic logic for the
purposes of legal reasoning. An example is the Defeasible Logic framework [6], where
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rules can either behave in the classical sense (strict), they can be defeated by contrary
evidence (defeasible), or they can be used only to prevent conclusions (defeaters).
Defeasible Logic has been successfully used for legal reasoning applications [7, 33, 40,
35] and it has been proven that other formalisms used successfully for legal reasoning
correspond to variants of Defeasible Logic [34]).
As already mentioned, the notions of permission and obligation are inherent in
legal reasoning but are not explicitly defined in any of the logic systems described
so far; deontic logic was introduced to serve this purpose. As formalised in [43],
permission and obligation are represented by modal operators and are connected to
each other through axioms and inference rules. While there has been some philo-
sophical criticism on deontic logic due to its admission of several paradoxes (e.g.
the gentle murderer), deontic modalities have been introduced to various logics to
make them more suitable for reasoning with legal norms. Sergot [68] uses a com-
bination of deontic logic and the notions of action and agents to be able to derive
all possible normative positions (e.g. right, duty, privilege) and assist in policy and
contract negotiation. A similar proposal [65, 10] uses reified Input/Output logic [66]
to formalise the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in 966 if-then
rules.
Defeasible Deontic Logic [38, 41] is the result of integrating deontic notions (be-
liefs, intentions, obligations and permissions) to the aforementioned Defeasible Logic
framework. Defeasible Deontic Logic has been successfully used for applications in
legal reasoning and it is has been shown that it does not suffer from problems affect-
ing other logics used for reasoning about norms and compliance [36, 35, 48]. Thus,
Defeasible Deontic Logic is a conceptually sound approach for the representation of
regulations and at the same time, it offers a computationally feasible environment
to reason about them [38].
2.5 Case-based Approaches
Apart from rule-based approaches, a number of different solutions have been pro-
posed for representation and reasoning in the legal domain. These are summarised
next. This section discusses case-based approaches, followed by case-rule hybrids
(Section 2.6) and argumentation-based approaches (Section 2.7).
Rule-based legal reasoning approaches are more suited to legal systems that are
primarily based on civil law, due to their inherent rule-based nature and the fact they
focus on conflicts arising from conflicting norms and not from interpretation [14]. On
the other hand, common law places precedents at the center of normative reasoning,
which makes case-based approaches more applicable. Case-based representations
store a large set of previous cases with their solutions in the case base (or case
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library) and use them whenever a similar new case has to be dealt with. The
case-based system performs inference in four phases known as the CBR cycle [2]):
retrieve, reuse, revise and retain. Quite often, the solution contained in the retrieved
case(s) is adapted to meet the requirements of the new case.
An important advantage of case-based representation is its ability to express
specialized knowledge. This allows them to circumvent interpretation problems suf-
fered by rules (due to their generality). Also, knowledge acquisition may be slightly
easier than rule-based approaches, due to the availability of cases in most applica-
tion domains. However, case-based approaches face a number of issues such as the
inability to express general knowledge, poor explanations and inference inefficiency,
especially for larger case bases [62].
The most prominent examples of case-based legal reasoning are HYPO [9],
CATO [5] and GREBE [17]. HYPO represents cases in the form of dimensions
which determine the degree of commonality between two precedent cases: a prece-
dent is more “on-point”, if it shares more dimensions with the case at hand than
another. CATO replaces dimensions with boolean factors organised in a hierarchy.
GREBE is actually a rule/case hybrid, since reasoning relies on any combination
of rules modeling legislation and cases represented using semantic networks (a pre-
cursor to ontologies in the Semantic Web). As noted in [13], using dimensions or
factors to determine legal consequences is relatively tractable, but the initial step of
extracting these dimensions or factors from case facts is deeply problematic.
2.6 Hybrid Approaches
A number of attempts have been made to integrate rule-based and case-based
representations [62]. Since rules represent general knowledge of the domain, whereas
cases encompass specific knowledge gained from experience, the combination of both
approaches turns out to be natural and useful.
In legal reasoning, such hybrid solutions are capable of addressing issues aris-
ing due to the existence of “open-textured” (i.e., not well defined and imprecise)
rule terms or unstated prerequisite conditions and exceptions or circularities in rule
definitions [64]. Examples of hybrid legal representation and reasoning systems are
CABARET [64], DANIEL [20], GREBE [18, 16], and SHYSTER-MYCIN [1].
2.7 Argumentation-based Approaches
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Regardless of the legal system applied, legal reasoning at its core is a process of
argumentation, with opposing sides attempting to justify their own interpretation.
As succinctly stated in [61], legal reasoning goes beyond the literal meaning of rules
and involves appeals to precedent, principle, policy and purpose, as well as the con-
struction of and attack on arguments. AI and law research has addressed this with
models that are based on Dung’s influential work on argumentation frameworks [26].
A notable example is Carneades [32], a model and a system for constructing and
evaluating arguments that has been applied in a legal context. Using Carneades, one
can apply pre-specified argument schemes that rely on established proof standards
such as “clear and convincing evidence” or “beyond reasonable doubt”.
ASPIC+ [60] takes a more generic approach, providing a means of producing ar-
gumentation frameworks tailored to different needs in terms of the structure of argu-
ments, the nature of attacks and the use of preferences. However, neither Carneades
nor any ASPIC+ framework can be used as-is for legal reasoning: they need to be
instantiated using a logic language. For instance, versions of Carneades have used
Constraint Handling Rules to represent argumentation schemes, while any ASPIC+
framework can be instantiated using a language that can model strict and defeasible
rules, such as those in the previously mentioned Defeasible Logic framework.
3 Legal Reasoning with Rules and Databases in Prac-
tice
As detailed in the previous section, researchers have proposed a multitude of different
approaches to legal representation and reasoning, each with their own advantages
and disadvantages. Focusing on rule-based approaches specifically, regardless of their
individual characteristics, two major issues have not yet been adequately addressed,
to the best of our knowledge. These involve handling significantly large datasets and
achieving efficient integration between legal rules and databases. In this section, we
explore how current rule-based legal reasoning approaches fare in relation to these
issues.
3.1 Exploring Case Studies of Different Scale
As part of the MIREL project1, practical legal reasoning applications were explored
to complement theoretical analysis. For instance, in [11], several legal reasoning ap-




answer set programming (ASP) [19], defeasible logic and ASPIC+-based argumenta-
tion. The use cases involved the presumption of innocence axioms, blockchain-based
contracts use case and the FDA Adverse Event Reporting System.
The first use case (presumption of innocence) involves only a few rules but
demonstrates the importance of semantics and how different formalisms deal with
conflicting facts and rules, especially in the case of missing preferences between rules.
The second use case is an example of rules within a contract, and is interesting due
to including notions of permission, obligation and reparation. The third use case
involves part of the rules applied in the FDA reporting system mentioned in the
introduction. Since the number of rules and cases is big, the third use case is very
relevant to the challenges of large scale reasoning. More details on the three use
cases and example implementations in the three formalisms (ASP, defeasible logic
and argumentation) can be found in [11].
The three formalisms were selected because of their support for complex rules
involving conflicts and priorities, as is typically the case of legal reasoning, and the
availability of stable tools for reasoning. All three formalisms were expressive enough
for representing rules involved in the three use cases, but the user must be familiar
with the underlying semantics, since in some cases the rules must be modified ac-
cordingly in order to achieve the desired behaviour. But besides their differences,
the three approaches can form the basis of a large scale reasoning implementation.
The advantage of ASP is its expressiveness since it offers support for disjunction,
strong negation and negation as failure and additional constructs such as aggrega-
tion functions; in contrast, argumentation has significantly restricted expressiveness.
In terms of computational complexity, defeasible logic offers reasoning with lower
complexity, in general. Overall, defeasible logic seems to provide the best trade-off
between expressiveness and complexity. ASP and argumentation do not offer out
of the box support for deontic operators. These have to be added by explicitly
including additional expressions (predicates or propositions) and rules formalising
the logical relationships between the new predicates’ various instances. The need to
include rules to simulate the underlying semantics can result in a large number of
rules, where the rules for the implementation of the logic exceed by far the rules cor-
responding to the legal document to be encoded by the rule-base. In general, most
of the additional rules are not used; this means that encoders can use their domain
knowledge and expertise to decide which rules are needed and ignored. However,
this process is time-consuming and error-prone and might make the representation
not suitable for some applications.
The most complex use case in [11], a subset of FDA Adverse Event Reporting Sys-
tem, when implemented contains approximately 100 rules for all three formalisms.
Reasoning times for three formalisms did not exceed a few seconds. This means that
10
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reasoning is efficient for hundreds of rules, but challenges may arise for even larger
rule sets or in case reasoning results in one rule set depend on completing reasoning
on another set. One potential bottleneck identified is representation, since manual
encoding of rules and case related facts may be time consuming and may require
expertise in the formalism used for reasoning. However, recent experiments on en-
coding pieces of legislation in Defeasible Logic [42, 46] indicate that legal domain
experts can represent (large) legal documents in this logic with minimal training in
the language of defeasible deontic logic and its semantics with no previous experience
in formal logic, argumentation or logic programming.
3.2 Integration Between Legal Rules and Databases
For many applications, necessary data is stored in (relational) databases. Various
organizations may use the data from existing databases to comply with various
regulations and guidelines, take decisions and create reports based on regulations
(and other normative and legislative documents). For example, Australian financial
institutions are subject to Financial Sector (Collection of Data) Act 2001, with
regard to what (financial) information to report to the relevant regulators (e.g.,
Australian Prudential Regulator Authority); government departments and agencies
are required to comply with the Public Governance Performance and Accountability
Act 2013 and Public Governance Performance and Accountability Rule 2014 for their
annual financial reporting. The requirements about what, when and in what forms
to comply (and related exceptions) are given in the (relevant) regulations while the
(financial and other) data is stored in the databases of the institutions that have to
generate reports about the data using legal reasoning.
Accordingly, in these scenarios, one has to perform some legal reasoning (for
example to understand what are the actual requirements that apply in a given case)
based on the information stored in enterprise databases. In fact, legal reasoning
consists of five elements which lead to a decision that can be decided as either
accepted or rejected 2. The components are: issues or cases (legal), rules, facts,
analysis and conclusion. The argument for a particular issue has to align with
the legal rule and relevant facts corresponding to the rule. Overall, the process is
analysed and apply the facts from database to the rules for generating a conclusion.
Consequently, the facts stored in the enterprise database are required to apply the
rules and perform legal reasoning.
Typically, database management systems involve a relatively small number of re-
lations or files holding a large number of records, whereas rule-based systems consist




relational databases essentially represent knowledge in a first-order logic formalism
and query languages mostly exploit first-order logic features. However, as detailed
in Section 2, first-order logic is not fully suitable to represent legal knowledge. This
means that in general, we cannot use solely database queries, but we have to in-
tegrate the information stored in a database with rule systems specialised in legal
reasoning.
A possible solution to integrating rules with databases would be to encode and
store rules in a separate application program and then align with databases. How-
ever, in this manner, it would often be difficult to adapt the program if regulations
change. Additionally, it could not be guaranteed that databases and rule-based
systems are consistently amended. Another solution would be to couple databases
with an expert system, but this would not solve the consistency problem since data
is in one system, and the rules are in another one [71]. Stonebraker suggests that
rule systems integrated into the (relational) database system could be the possi-
ble solution. In this circumstance, it is required to integrate a database to serve
legal obligations since traditional database architecture is not capable of reporting
regulatory requirements.
3.3 RuleRS: A Solution to the Integration Problem
This section demonstrates RuleRS [48], a possible solution where rules and databases
are integrated. Initially, we are focusing on the mapping between the two vocabu-
laries representing rules and databases. The fundamental idea behind the mapping
is that data stored in the database correspond to facts in a defeasible theory and
these facts can be retrieved from the database using queries (SQL, JSON). Thus,
each fact corresponds to a query and a mapping is a statement that can be true or
false depending on the value of its arguments/variables.
The RuleRS design architecture, shown in Figure 1, consists of five main system
components. In particular, the key system components of RuleRS are: 1) I/O
Interface, 2) Database facts 3) Formal Rules, 4) Predicates, and 5) Rule engine
(SPINdle Reasoner). The following subsections provide a short outline of the RuleRS
internal components and their functions.
3.3.1 I/O Interface
The I/O Interface is implemented in Java to bridge RuleRS components and inter-
acting with each other. The I/O interface is used to query data predicates (SQL or
JSON files) and to generate facts and contexts in formal notation in Defeasible Logic
syntax, and the rule engine (SPINdle reasoner) receives this as a parameter. The
12
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Figure 1: Rule-based Reporting System (RuleRS)
I/O interface also displays the final remarks or comments for each of the incidents
and predicates.
3.3.2 Database Facts
This section describes how to obtain facts from databases. In RuleRS, facts can
be true or false for specific information from the database which is mapped with
the literals rules. We have used either SQL or JSON (JavaScript Object Notation)
syntax3 syntax (or a combination of them) to represent database facts. Each of the
facts is generated by querying the database and is sent to the reasoner for further
processing.
3.3.3 Formal Rule Base
One of the prominent features of the RuleRS system is its ability to perform rea-
soning based on legal requirements. As we alluded to in the introduction, such
regulatory requirements are represented as formal rules in Defeasible Deontic Logic
[38, 41]. To enable their use with the rule engine used by RuleRS (SPINdle, see the




created manually and (semi-)automatically by legal knowledge engineers and stored
in a knowledge base.
3.3.4 Predicates
As specified earlier, since there is no direct correspondence between the literals en-
coding rules and the table/attributes of the database schema, we have to establish a
mapping among them to enable the integration of rules and instances in the database.
We named this mapping “predicates”. The fundamental idea behind predicates is
that data stored in the database correspond to facts in a defeasible theory and these
facts can be retrieved from the database using queries. Thus, each fact corresponds
to an SQL/JSON query and a predicate is a statement that can be true or false
depending on the value of its arguments/variables. A predicate with n arguments is
an n − ary relation mapping literals and a set of attributes. A predicate in RuleRS
corresponds to a database view, i.e.; a named query, where the name is literal to
be used by the defeasible rules. The details are the query to be run to determine
if the predicate is true or false for a given set of parameters. In case the output of
the query is not empty, the predicate is true and is passed to the defeasible theory
as fact.
In RuleRS, predicate consists of two components: (1) predicate name and (2)
predicate details. Predicate name represents the action(s), condition(s) or indis-
putable statement(s), and passed on to the rule engine, SPINdle as defeasible fact
(literal and modal literal) [37, 38, 39] or actions that have been performed. For ex-
ample, the fact “There is a risk for an incident” is represented by “riskForIncident”
and passed as “>> riskForIncident” to SPINdle if it is returned as true from the
relational database. “Predicate details” include the “incident details” and may be
stored as an SQL statement or converted to JSON to create a bridge between the
data stored in the database and the terms passed as predicates (input case) to the
rule engine. The SQL or JSON statements can be created in the initialisation of
RuleRS with all of the incidents along with all of the predicates for each of the
incidents or dynamically add it later.
Incident ID and relevant details of the incidents are also included for each of
the predicates and predicates names include relevant incident information such as
“riskForIncident.sql” (for SQL statement) or “riskForIncident.json” (for JSON State-
ment). The following snippet illustrates the SQL syntax adopted by RuleRS for the
example of the “riskForIncident” predicate:
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In this example, IncidentDetails , IncidentDetails1 , IncidentDetails2 are sub-
stituted for the place- holders in the “riskForIncident” predicate from relational







In the next step, the records and incidents for which there is a match in the
relational database are transformed into predicates to be used by the SPINdle rule
engine [51], and forwarded to SPINdle for further processing using the I/O interface
to make the process dynamic.
3.3.5 The Rule Reasoner
RuleRS uses SPINdle Reasoner 4 [51], a Java-based implementation of Defeasible
Logic that computes the extension of a defeasible theory. SPINdle supports Modal
Defeasible Logic and all types of Defeasible Logic rule, such as facts, strict rules,
defeasible rules, defeaters, and superiority. In summary, SPINdle is a powerful tool
which accepts rules, facts, monotonic and non-monotonic (modal) rules for reason-
ing with inconsistent and incomplete information. In RuleRS, SPINdle Reasoner
receives the formal facts, contexts as predicates from predicate file generated for
data stored in the associated relational databases and computes definite or defeasi-
ble inferences which are then displayed by the I/O interface.
4 Challenges and Future Research Directions
A number of different challenges arise when attempting to move towards large scale
legal reasoning with rules and databases. Some of these challenges are directly
related to the integration between rules and data and are discussed in Section 4.1.
Others are linked to issues raised by large scale data and are discussed in Section 4.2.
4SPINDle Reasoner is available to download freely from http://spin.nicta.org.au/spindle/
tools.html under LGPL license agreement (https://opensource.org/licenses/lgpl-license)
15
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4.1 Integration between Rules and Databases
Stonebraker [71] discusses three possible forms that bring rules with database sys-
tems:
• rule policy can be written down in a booklet and distributed to people,
• the rules can reside in an application program which accesses the databases,
• a knowledge base can reside inside the DBMS by which we can guarantee that
the data is consistent with the rules
The author expected that the last form will be the one to be adopted as a major
approach. However, we argue that the last form may work well for a single database
with small amount of rules but poses some significant challenges for large scale legal
reasoning. A number of challenges are raised when attempting to integrate rules
and databases, especially at larger scales and these are detailed next.
4.1.1 Common languages
The values encoding regulation and guidelines (legal documents) and the databases
(schemas) used in conjunction with the rules are in general developed indepen-
dently and are likely to have different vocabulary. This may lead to “Tower of
Babel” issues, due to the absence of “common languages” between regulations and
databases. There is no direct correspondence between the literals used by the rules
and the table/attributes of the database schema. Accordingly, we have to estab-
lish a mapping between them to enable the integration of rules and instances in
the database. The connection between rules and databases is demonstrated by a
number of systems [48, 47, 24].
4.1.2 Integrating varieties of data sources with rule engines
Another challenge involves the integration of data coming from disparate sources
with rule engines. Each source could publish data in their own format and all of these
formats would need to be brought together to construct schema-based conditions
for rules. This is quite a cumbersome task for knowledge engineering. Furthermore,
when database schemas or rules change, schema-based indices will also be affected
due to the strong coupling.
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4.1.3 Inference efficiency
In the case of defeasible deontic logic in legal domain, each condition in a rule could
be represented by a complex query that involves multiple selections, projections and
joins across multiple tables and databases. Existing schema-based index approaches
cannot address this complexity well. Furthermore, rules in the legal domain have not
only dependent relationship but also defeater relationship. Together with issues such
as reparation chain handling, they bring more dynamics during reasoning process
which places even heavier burden to inference engines.
4.1.4 Reactive inference
The existing reasoning process in systems such as RuleRS is that the inference engine
looks for rules which match facts stored in the working memory or provided by users.
One rule is selected from the “conflict set” and executed to generate a new fact. Then
the inference engine will continue the reasoning based on the new fact together with
the previous given facts. We call this as reactive inference because the inference
engine only reasons based on what is given but does not interact with databases
to seek “unknown” facts proactively. Proactive inference is critically important
when it is highly unlikely for users to know all facts beforehand. Furthermore, the
assumption of storing facts “in memory” does not hold for large scale reasoning, as
detailed in Section 4.2.2.
4.1.5 Rules as data
Rules could be treated as data and stored in database systems, to make it easier for
the rules to be triggered and executed as and when required [59]. The main issue with
storing rules in the database is that the database is not capable of handling deontic
concepts. To correctly model the provision corresponding to prescriptive norms, we
have to supplement the language with deontic operators, and the databases are not
capable of handling these specific features.
Rules treated as data could create further challenges. Legal reasoning integrat-
ing rules and databases are not limited to any particular regulations. Hence, the
database could be aligned to one-to-many regulations, establishing n-ary relations
among these. If such rules are treated as data and stored in databases, then the task
of amending them if necessary becomes even harder, since each of the rules could
connect with another rule leading to nested and correlated queries. Such queries are





4.2 Large-Scale Legal Reasoning
4.2.1 Representation
As discussed in Sections 2 and 3.1, there are several formalisms that can be used
for representing legal norms and facts about cases, such as answer set programming,
argumentation and defeasible logic. Although such formalisms are expressive enough
for representing legal rules and efficient reasoning mechanisms and tools exist for
them, encoding the rules may, in some cases, turn out to be a complex and time-
consuming process, since the representation of a legal document can easily require
thousand propositions and many thousand rules [42, 46].
In larger scales, the encoding process may face severe scalability issues and turn
out to be a potential bottleneck for efficient large scale reasoning. Automating
this process with the help of efficient natural language processing tools is an open
research problem; there are several examples of preliminary results in literature [25,
28, 15, 77, 55].
4.2.2 Volume
Traditional legal reasoning has been focused on storing and processing data in main
memory over a single processor. This approach is indeed applicable to small legal
documents. However, there is a limit on how many records an in-memory system
can hold. In addition, utilising a single processor can lead to excessive processing
time.
RuleRS [48] indicates that data can be processed record by record, namely query-
ing the database and performing reasoning for each record separately. Experimental
evaluation shows that this approach can evaluate each record within seconds on a
standard laptop computer. They further estimate that auditing the data collected
in the underlying database for a quarter, amounting to approximately 3 millions
records, would require an estimated time of 8 hours examining record by record
sequentially. It should be noted that these experiments followed a brute force ap-
proach. Clearly, given the fact that FAERS data that is readily available is already 10
times larger compared to the ones processed in [48], batch processing would require
processing times in the order of days processing records one-by-one sequentially,
unless there is a significant increase in available computational power. However,
standard database optimisation techniques such as query grouping, optimisation,
use of cursors, parallelising queries and reasoning and custom indexing can reduce
this time significantly [53].
A record-by-record processing approach cannot be guaranteed for any given ap-
plication. Thus, in other applications where all records need to be loaded and
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processed together, main memory would be a hard constraint considering applica-
bility, when commodity hardware is used. Addressing memory constraints through
the use of specialised hardware containing terabytes of memory should be coupled
with a respective increase in the number of available processors in order to minimize
processing time.
Recent advances in mass parallelisation could potentially address the limitations
related to memory and processing time. It has been shown in literature [8, 22, 78]
that mass parallelisation can be applied to various types of reasoning. Both su-
percomputers (e.g. a single large machine with hundreds of processors and a large
shared main memory) and distributed settings (e.g. a large number of combined
commodity machines that collectively provide multiple processors and a large dis-
tributed memory) can be used in order to speed up data processing. The advantages
are twofold, since mass parallelisation: (a) could significantly reduce processing time
as multiple cores can be used simultaneously, and (b) virtually alleviates the restric-
tion on main memory as more memory can be easily added to the system.
4.2.3 Velocity
Financial transactions could potentially require real-time monitoring of day-to-day
activity. Such functionality would depend on processing large amounts of trans-
actions within seconds. For cases where reasoning needs to take place during a
short window of time, close to the time that events take place, batch reasoning is
no longer a viable solution. A prominent challenge in this situation is the efficient
combination of streaming data with existing legal knowledge (e.g. applicable laws
and past cases), essentially updating the latter. Stream reasoning has been stud-
ied in literature [44, 73], showing that only relatively simple rules could allow high
throughput. In general, stream processing is intended for use cases where data is
processed towards a single direction. However, in stream reasoning, recursive rules
(i.e. rules that lead to inference loops) may lead to performance bottlenecks. In
addition, within such a dynamic environment, incoming data could potentially in-
validate previously asserted knowledge leading to a new set of knowledge, which
would in turn change the set of conclusions. Recent advances in stream reasoning
could provide a solution to this challenge, through systems such as ASTRO [23] and
LARS [12, 27].
4.2.4 Variety
One of the main challenges in large-scale legal reasoning could be the integration of
data coming from disparate sources. Each source could publish data in any possible
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format, ranging from images of scanned pages to machine-processable files. Thus,
the first challenge is to translate all available data into machine processable data
that can be readily stored and retrieved. Once this data transformation is achieved
managing data that are stored in different formats (e.g. plain text, JSON, XML,
RDF) would complicate legal reasoning as all data would need to be translated into
a single format in order to have a uniform set of facts. Thus, in order to tackle data
variety, all available data would need to be stored in a uniform format that would
allow automated translation into facts of the chosen legal reasoning framework.
Existing work on semantic technologies can be used to address these challenges.
Through the use of upper ontologies that provide definitions for a wide range of
concepts, specialised legal ontologies such as LKIF [45] or bespoke ontologies, it can
be ensured that all available data sources related to a large scale legal reasoning
effort are eventually mapped into a unified body of knowledge.
5 Conclusion
This chapter argued that there is scope for research in AI and law with regard to
performing effective legal reasoning when the associated knowledge and data is on
a large scale and there is also a need for integration between rules and databases.
A number of potential scenarios were discussed where this kind of reasoning would
be useful, with use cases ranging from the pharmaceutical and financial to property
development sectors.
Through a summary of state of the art and an analysis of applying rule-based
legal reasoning and integrating rules and databases in practice, it becomes evident
that current approaches are not fully equipped to handle large scale legal reasoning
with rules and databases and face several challenges.
With regard to the problem of integration between rules and databases, the
identified challenges relate to: (a) common languages; (b) integrating rule engines
with various data sources; (c) inference efficiency; (d) reactive inference; and (e)
rules as data. Additional challenges are encountered when moving towards larger
scales, dealing with: (a) representation; (b) volume; (c) velocity; and (d) variety.
It is envisioned that these challenges, among others, will drive research on le-
gal representation and reasoning in the near future, providing researchers at the
confluence of AI and law with a multitude of potential avenues of investigation. By
addressing some of these challenges, efficient, effective and successful large scale legal
reasoning with rules and databases will be achievable in the era of big data.
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